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More than twenty years into our new democracy we still face a huge land challenge. As a country
we have still not met our land redistribution targets. Only 8-9% of white commercial farmland has
been redistributed to compared to the target of 30% set in the 1990s. 1 Much of the land is still in
the hands of whites who benefitted from past racially based policies where blacks were unable to
own land across most of South Africa.
Diagram 1

The Constitution (section 25.5) says that “the state must take reasonable legislative and other
measures, within its available resources, to foster conditions which enable citizens to gain
access to land on an equitable basis”.
Existing land redistribution programmes do not appear to be working as planned. A handful of
former white farms are being transferred to black farmers, but it can be argued that the wrong
people are benefiting from these few farm deals. 2 Further the number of people benefiting from
these redistribution efforts is significantly small compared to the number of people who need
land.
This learning brief suggests that one of the factors limiting the ability of the country to make good
on its constitutional obligations relating to land reform is that we, as a country, have a missing
middle – smallholder plots – when it comes to land reform.
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There are broadly three types of land that could form part of any land reform programme. At the
one end, in suburbs, you have land for residential purposes that people can use for living and for
undertaking various economic activities like spaza shops and home based businesses. On the
other end you have larger commercial farms that government and society expect to be
productively farmed so as to contribute to the country’s food security needs and export markets.
Smallholder plots fit between these two extremes. (See diagram 2) It appears that government
does not generally have a clear strategy to address this missing middle.
Diagram 2: the missing middle:

The housing programmes of the Department of Human Settlements (DHS) generally stop at the
suburbs in developing serviced erven and housing. Recipients of such housing programmes are
able to use their plots for living and for home-based businesses. The Department of Rural
Development and Land Reform (DRDLR) focuses their attention on acquiring farm land to be
used for agricultural production. Recipients of such farms are expected to farm this land, most of
which is undivided large farms.
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The DHS has a rural housing programme, but this programme is targeted at existing communal
land areas (as it was specifically designed to be used in instances where government is unable
to provide individual title deeds), so it does not really contribute to expanding the existing
smallholder or homestead sector. The DHS also has a Farm Resident Subsidies programme but
this programme has never been used 3.
The DRDLR has what it calls a one-household-one-hectare programme4, but there appears to be
no clear official outline as to exactly how this programme is supposed to work.
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It is recommended that the DHS needs to introduce a smallholder subsidy programme. People
who benefit from this programme should be able to use their smallholding plots as they deem fit,
within the framework set by the broad municipal Spatial Development Framework (SDF) and land
use schemes that inform how land can be used within the municipality. The ability of households
to gain access to and stay on these smallholdings should not be determined by their ability to
farm these plots productively, but rather allocation to smallholder plots should be on the basis of
need – prioritising those people who have historically been deprived of access to land.
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The DHS has experience in conceptualising and implementing a range of housing subsidy
mechanisms that involve acquiring and developing land for settlement purposes. It will therefore
be easy for the DHS to introduce and manage a smallholder subsidy programme, where the
smallholder plots may or may not be used for agricultural purposes. The DRDLR can continue to
manage land acquisition programmes more directly targeted at large scale commercial farming.
The introduction of such a smallholder subsidy programme will give government’s land
redistribution programme a boost. Broadly, looking at the three categories of land (residential,
smallholder and farms), the majority of households in need of land for housing will acquire land in
residential plots in urban areas. Many other households needing land on which to live will be able
to access smallholder plots through this proposed new smallholder subsidy programme. A few
carefully identified people who want to and are able to farm will gain access to larger farms. How
this farm land programme should be managed is not discussed further in this paper, suffice it to
say that mechanisms need to be put in place to ensure that deserving beneficiaries are allocated
to such farms.
The proposed new smallholder subsidy programme would be used to buy appropriate land for
these smallholder plots; build access roads and storm water systems; provide some form of
potable water supply through standpipes, boreholes and/or rainwater harvesting techniques;
provide at least some form of on-site sanitation system; and provide for land tenure security 5.
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The smallholder plot subsidy could incorporate many of the elements outlined in the proposed Managed Land
Settlement programme. See Annexure 3: Managed land Settlement, from: The Housing development Agency
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The smallholder plot subsidy programme should only provide subsidies for the land and services.
Larger farms may need to be acquired for smallholder plots and then subdivided as part of a
smallholder settlement development process. The funding for top structure housing subsidies
should form part of a separate housing top structure subsidy programme.
The Municipality would, as part of their SDF and Integrated Development Planning processes,
identify and designate certain areas as smallholder plot areas. These smallholder plots could be
located on the edge of urban areas; adjacent to former homeland areas; or even in rural areas
specifically set aside for this purpose.
The smallholder plots would need to be big enough to accommodate household gardens. The
provision of additional allotment plots, separate from these smallholder plots, could also be
accommodated in the subsidy. Grazing lands, forestry areas and conservation areas managed
by the local community could also be provided. The smallholder subsidy programme should also
accommodate space for schools, clinics, shops, and graveyard sites, to name just a few of the
additional land uses that may be needed.
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The size of smallholder plots will be determined on a case by case basis as per the local SDF
plans 6 for the particular area. Those plots closer to urban areas will tend to be smaller while
those in more rural locations will tend to be larger; but this is not a fixed rule. Minimum plot sizes
should be linked to a size that can provide a household with some basic level of income from
some form or production on the land.
The smallholder plot subsidy mechanism would need to accommodate tenure options from both
the land register system as well as a proposed new land records system 7. The land register
system includes tenure forms such as individual title as well as leasehold. The land records
system, that still needs to be legislated, would accommodate all presently ‘off-register’ tenure
options such as those tenure options secured through customary practices and laws, as well as
(2016) Managing and Curbing Unauthorised Land Occupation, available at: http://afesis.org.za/unauthorisedland-occupation
6
Smallholder plot sizes should also be determined through other planning processes such as agricultural sector
planning and local economic development planning.
7
For more information on the proposed land records concept see: The Housing Development Agency (2016)
Rethinking communal land administration: Unlocking human settlement development in communal land areas,
available at: http://afesis.org.za/rethinking-communal-land-administration/
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potentially future new occupation and use rights certificates that could be issued by government.
These options would be recorded in a national land tenure records system that would
complement the land registration system and make it possible for people to move from the land
records to the land registration systems (and vice-versa). The land records system would also
make it possible to accommodate new forms of ‘family title’ where the name of the family, not just
the head of the household, is recorded in the system 8. This tenure form aligns well with how
many ‘communities’ understand and practice land tenure. The names of women and men can be
recorded in the land records system ensuring that both have their land tenure security protected.
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The allocation of people to the proposed new smallholder subsidy programme would follow a
similar process as to the process that is presently used for the existing housing subsidy
programme. People who are interested to receive a smallholder subsidy would put their names
down on a smallholder subsidy list, and be allocated through an agreed smallholder subsidy
allocation mechanism to smallholding plots as they become available. In effect government
would have at least three types of waiting lists, one for residential plots, a second for smallholder
plots and a third for farms.
Beneficiaries who demonstrate that they are able to productively farm their smallholding plots
should be prioritised when it comes to acquiring larger subsidised farm land. The smallholder
subsidy programme will provide a pathway for people who want to make agriculture their life’s
work, to use smallholding plots as a stepping stone from having no/limited experience in farming
to acquiring and starting to own and run their own larger farms in future.
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For more information on family title see Annexure 4; Perspectives on land rights and inheritance
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The smallholding land subsidy programme needs to be conceptualised as part of a broader
package of development interventions. Other interventions from government that need to be
implemented alongside such a programme include:
•

•

•

•

an agricultural support programme for smallholders who want to make productive use of their
smallholder plots for agricultural proposes. This includes, for example, training and
information in how to farm on smallholdings, support in establishing input and marketing
cooperatives, access to small business loans, etc.
a housing support programme that assists residents of smallholding plots to improve their
housing conditions. This could include, for example, information on various building
techniques and house plans, access to bulk material buying services and access to cheap
house building loans, etc.
a small business support programme to help occupiers run small businesses (including
agricultural processing and other business) from their smallholding. The support includes
training in starting and running a small business, access to cheap business loans, advice in
marketing, etc.
a set of social development support programmes so residents have access to social
services. This includes, for example, support for home based health carers, early childhood
minders, youth groups, sports bodies, etc.

In conclusion such a smallholder subsidy programme will go a long way towards helping us as a
country make good on our constitutional obligation of fostering conditions for citizens to gain
access to land on an equitable basis, by redistributing land from those that have benefited from
past racially based policies and practices to those that have been excluded from owning land by
these policies. A smallholder subsidy programme will help fill the gap in the land market between
suburban plots and larger farms and provide an opportunity for many more people to gain access
to a piece of land that they can call their own.
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In hindsight this proposal seems so obvious. How have we missed it? Let’s not waste any more
time. The Department of Human Settlements must urgently develop and implement a smallholder
subsidy programme.
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